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Abstract 

 
Performance management changed into to start with designed by way of the non- public area 

in Western countries after which adopted through the public quarter. Now, performance 

management has turn out to be an international reform also applied in the public region of countries 

in transition together with Russia. A device of overall performance management has been designed 

and delivered through the federal government of the Russian Federation in 2007 as part of the 

executive reform schedule. Success in imposing the overall performance control within the public 

area agencies has various. The research paper explores the enjoy of imposing a system of 

performance management within the neighborhood governance of the Russian Federation. 

 

 It addresses a series of questions induced by using the technique of implementation. First, 

the thesis explores the actual manner of performance control implementation in the context of the 

Russian local government. Second, it furnished the insights at the attitudes and perceptions of the 

nearby authority managers concerning the overall performance management cause and 

implementation. 1/3, it explores the essential demanding situations encountered in the course of the 

method of the implementation. 

 

The look at offers impact to the simple concepts and values of public management in 

relation to the implementation of overall performance control machine. The take a look at 

contributes to the contemporary theories and debate on the mainstreaming and institutionalizing of 

public carrier shipping to determine organizational performance via governmental establishments. 

This research paper is launched as my studies thesis submitted for the university. 

 

Key Word:  Federal government, Governmental establishments, Contemporary theories, Debate on  
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Introduction   

 

The observe of public zone agencies within the beyond four decades has been a fertile 

ground of studies and challenging because of the wave of reforms that has swept across 

advanced, transitional and growing international locations. The kingdom and public region were 

below pressure to be greater marketplace-orientated and private zone- orientated, initially in 

evolved countries and later in a few transitional and developing countries. The key focus of this 

observe is to analyze challenges encountered throughout the implementation of PMS inside the 

Russian Federation. This have a look at aims to explore the process of implementation of PMS 

within the Russian local governance. The examine particularly looks on the changes introduced by 

means of the valuable government have been introduced as a part of the administrative reform. 

As the creation of an normal overall performance management infrastructure normally 

proceeds in tiers (with different factors moving at distinct pace), this have a look at permits us to 

highlight where the principle bottlenecks inside the advent of performance management are in all 

likelihood to be and, in that context, what lessons can be drawn through different states which might 

be at an in advance degree of introducing overall performance control systems. 

New Public Management as a Global Phenomenon 

 

The forces that underpin NPG are not merely temporary. However the results of NPG may 

be tempered by using institutional adjustments to the public provider as an organization of 

government government that is meant to be nonpartisan, act impartially, provide pleasant public 

provider to ministers and residents, and be chargeable for its management and administrative 

overall performance (Aucoin, 2008). Among the maximum important of these adjustments are that: 

(1) its leadership come to be a part of the public service, with the aid of being staffed independently, 

(2) the management overall performance of its senior executives be independently governed in the 

govt area of presidency at the extent of each department; and, (three) the private management 

performance of senior executives come to be problem to public scrutiny in parliamentary 

committees. 

Studies technique 

 

It starts off evolved by using outlining various feasible philosophical and epistemological 

processes, before providing a discussion of the selected relativist approach and the single case study 

approach. In step with the chosen philosophy, the chapter maintains to discuss the adductive 

method taken within the research. The method in flip dictates the studies methodology, that's 

discussed subsequent, inclusive of information on the sampling frame and records series. All of the 

control of the departments which participate in performance management, social services shipping 
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in Krasnoyarsk city and selection making in social coverage have been interviewed. 

For the body of workers a easy sampling method turned into used to pick out the ones 

group of workers in these departments or units that were to be interviewed. It become not necessary 

to interview all the staff because the simple sampling strategy would be sufficient to symbolize the 

records required for this examine. The player of this look at: 

Table 1: Participants of the study 

 

Name of the Department/Branch 
Total Number of 

employees 

Number of 

interviewees 

Social Policy 14 7 

Social Care 19 9 

Health Care 23 11 

Education and Learning 25 11 

Youth Policy 11 5 

Sport 22 10 

Culture 22 12 

Total 136 65 

A total of 65 people participated, including the head of Department for Social Policy, the 

Heads of Social Services, deputy chiefs, chief specialists, local line managers and other managers of 

city administration. 

Table 2. Participants of the study by level of management 

 

Name of the 

Department 

Total number of 

interviewees 

Senior Management 

(Head of apartments 

level) 

Middle management 

(Head of Unit or 

Deputy Head of 

Department) 

Junior management 

(Chief Specialists 

in the Department) 

Social Policy 7 1 2 4 

Social Care 9 1 1 7 

Health Care 11 1 2 8 

Education and 

Learning 
11 1 3 7 

Youth Policy 5 1 1 3 

Sport 10 1 1 8 

Culture 12 0 1 11 

Total 65 6 11 48 

Consideration was made that those selected to be interviewed would represent a fair 
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distribution of employees in Krasnoyarsk local government. By not interviewing all the staff would 

enhance the anonymity of the staff cooperating in this research. 

Krasnoyarsk City Administration Background 

 

Russia is a Federation with 85 regions which are known as „subjects‟ of the Russian 

Federation. The structure of the Federation consists of three tiers – municipal (local city 

administrations), regional and the federal administration itself. The chief executives of these 85 

federal subjects (governors in most cases but bearing the title of president in the ethnic republics) 

have since 2004 been nominated by the President of the Russian Federation and then endorsed by 

the legislative bodies of the relevant subjects. However, a phased return to direct election of the 

heads of the subjects of the Federation was started in 2013. The administrative sub-units of the 

subjects of the Federation are self-governing cities, municipalities, districts and settlements 

(Figure 2). 

Figure: Governance framework in the Russian Federation 

 

Source: Former Ministry of Regional Development of the Russian Federation, 2013 

 

Discussion 

 

My findings contribute to several elements of the literature on overall performance control. 

First, my consequences are a provocative instance of the limitations and challenges which could 

negatively affect the creation of PMS. Second, they underline that successful implementation of 

PMS within the public sector requires cautious coaching of readiness for alternate. 1/3, the Russian 

example that i've studied suggests that there needs to be a much broader dialogue approximately the 
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obstacles that can exist to transferring PMS into countries with specific cultures and histories 

wherein its fundamental assumptions may be specifically difficult for humans and establishments to 

engage with. Fourth, there's the dialogue on homegrown versus imported regulations in public 

management. 5th, there is a more trendy dialogue of policy modifications that emerge in 

bureaucratic hierarchies and the way those trade or are modified by way of present day techniques 

to the general public quarter control. Eventually, there is wonderful literature on Russian public 

management. 

Although considerable research has been performed to investigate the fulfillment and failure 

of PMSs in numerous businesses around the arena (Bourne et all, Kennerley and Neely, 2002, 

Richardson, 2004, de Waal and Counet, 2009), there may be a wonderful loss of posted studies on 

issues associated PMS implementation demanding situations especially cultural contexts like the 

Russian Federation. 

Indeed, policy switch or alternate cannot be omitted in any discussion of the NPM method 

and administrative reform in a country setting together with that of the Russian Federation. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, public sector reforms with NPM ideas and PM gadget implementations are 

nevertheless very “younger” (Verheijen and Dobrolubova, 2006). Public management structures in 

a few international locations like Russia are rudimentary, which probably lack the fundamental 

institutional framework and potential to construct a credible PM gadget. Further to that, the case of 

the Russian Federation sticks out wherein innovations concerning PMS implementation were taken 

beyond partial experiments and piloting in neighborhood governance. There was a pinnacle down 

choice by the federal authorities to implement PM along with centrally precise overall performance 

indicators. This befell within a very hierarchical culture of delivery orientated governmental 

obligations and objectives. 

The implementation of the PM device in Russia was now not a case of externally funded 

reform from donor organizations inclusive of world financial institution for a few growing 

countries, and so there has been no stress to satisfy any conditions prescribed with the aid of an 

outside employer or observe through the tips in coverage transfer techniques. It motivated at the PM 

implementation within the Russian Federation, due to the fact external tracking and reviewing to 

reap extra strategic alignment of improvement efforts had been now not installed. 

It became the realization that the implementation method of the PM in Russia inside the 

public sector changed into experiencing problems that induced this study. Because this studies 

become performed seven years after the legitimate implementation of PM implementation, the 

participants of the observe have been capable of draw on their enormous revel in from preliminary 

implementation to attempts to contain PM as part of habitual pastime (chapter eight). 
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This bankruptcy attracts on my precise findings of the enjoy of the Krasnoyarsk town 

management with the implementation of PMS to try to draw some broader conclusions of relevance 

each to destiny use of PM in Russia, however also to the wider literature on PM. 

Readiness for introducing a performance management device 

 

A growing frame of research reveals that it's far critical that the implementers are equipped 

to make certain the a success introduction of trade projects. The intent for this is that the firms 

cannot introduce overall performance management systems correctly without the purchase-in and 

involvement of all personnel, proper communication and a method to expand human assets so that 

everyone has a clean understanding of the adjustments tasks and their advantages to employees and 

their firms (Karve, 2009; Ochurub et al, 2012). 

Change readiness includes the management strategies that organizations use to cope with 

any resistance of their workforces to the brand-new tasks (Stratman, 2002). Organizations‟ 

readiness for trade depends on the level of employees‟ dedication to the trade and whether or not 

they accept as true with the trade can manifest (Weiner, 2009). The key to exchange readiness is 

whether the employees are geared up to do their jobs in new environments (Madsen et al, 2005). 

But, the case look at of local government inside the Russian Federations found out that 

overall performance control become designed and applied in a top-down fashion via the federal 

authorities without consideration of the readiness for trade for the implementation of PM on the 

nearby stage. Records evaluation revealed that nearby authority managers had been no longer 

equipped for the implementation of PMS. 

Consequently, it's miles vital to unearth the important thing elements or preconditions for 

introducing performance management structures and to decide and examine the attitudes and 

emotions of all employees about doing so. It is essential that alternate agents, and people who 

pressure alternate initiatives in firms, need to recall the volume to which personnel are devoted to 

the alternate and whether or not they consider that their corporations are able to alternate (Weiner, 

2009). 

If there is a subculture of severe repercussion in an employer, people will try to delay the 

implementation and manage the results on the performance signs (de Waal, 2007, p.334). 

Consequently the facts from PM gadget have to no longer be used for penalizing and settling 

rankings however, rather, for self reliant control and keeps development. If, on the time of 

implementation of the PM system, enough interest is paid to converting of the control fashion from 

penalizing to coaching and specializing in improvement, PM could be less threatening and people 

will accept it more without problems. This variation of the management fashion seems to be one of 
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the maximum tough factors of an implementation in the Russian 

Federation. For example, findings discovered that in case of citizen‟s dissatisfaction of 

imparting offerings in health care organizations, senior management turned into penalized for 

beside the point verbal exchange style of the medical team of workers in their organizations, but, 

trainings to enhance the scenario on the way to talk with patients turned into no longer prepared. 

Consequences of hierarchical way of life 

 

My look at has documented in element that that PM implementation in Russia became 

achieved in a pinnacle-down style. In Russia there's a hierarchical subculture of public 

administration with a rigid and exceptionally centralized structure of the govt department of energy. 

It's far this that accounts for a number of the difficulties that i've diagnosed in the implementation of 

PM in Russia. To people work in local administrations the vital authorities‟ instructions on PM 

were regularly regarded as simply every other variant at the countless principal government 

requirements for reporting on activities. The specific targets of PMS, to result in reflection in 

practice, became largely no longer understood. 

This classical public administration model that exists inside the Russian Federation creates 

challenges in implementation of PM. Max Weber described such a version as concerning control 

from top to bottom inside the shape of monocratic hierarchy, that is, a system of control in which 

policy is set on the pinnacle and performed through a chain of workplaces, with each supervisor and 

employee reporting to one superior and held to account by means of that individual. The 

bureaucratic machine is primarily based on a fixed of guidelines and rules flowing from public 

regulation. The gadget of control is rational and felony. The position of the bureaucrat is precisely 

subordinate to the political advanced. 

The dominant difficulty in the instructional literature on public management, political science,  

economics  and  law  is  that  top-down  approach  is  ineffective  for  PM implementation. 

PM is usually used as a tool for hierarchical steering, this guidance seems effective: the pinnacle 

control fixes targets, measures output after which apprises the subordinates. It ship employees signals 

approximately what consequences count, and rewards them once they produce the ones effects 

(Osborn and Plastrik, 2000). Priorities can be translated into new targets, as an instance, after a sure 

duration it could be taken into consideration whether they're being done; adjustment during this 

period is possible, if required. On the only hand, such steerage is effective, then again, it produces 

“perverse results” (de Bruijn, 2002, p. Forty-four). 

If PM is used as a device for hierarchical guidance this can harm its effectiveness. The 

greater features pinnacle control wants to create with the assist of PM (transparency, getting to 
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know, appraising, sanctioning, comparing), the greater its effectiveness will decline. The extra 

hierarchy and the more capabilities, the more potent the motivation to pervert a machine. 

Furthermore, using PM in this manner widens the herbal hole between pinnacle control and experts. 

Senior management loses touch with what certainly happens within the expert echelons. Hence, the 

classical public administration version with hierarchical guidance brings approximately PM 

ineffectiveness (de Bruijn, 2002, p. 115). That is what has took place within the implementation that 

I studied in Russia. 

Lack of information of overall performance management concept 

 

A valuable finding of my examine is that many managers inside the case studies I undertook 

surely did not apprehend what a PMS was and what its targets had been. However, for PMS to 

paintings a fundamental level of expertise of goals and the link to first-rate especially is required 

across an company before it can count on such a new machine to yield the desired consequences. 

Consistent with my literature evaluate, the successful implementation of the overall performance 

management gadget, and consequently effectiveness of its implementation, relies upon on 

information of the main concept concepts and strategies (de Waal, 2007). My look at has revealed 

most important issues related to knowledge of overall performance management concept 

In keeping with Kalgin (2012, p.36), the Russian term “management by way of effects” 

accurately interprets such English standards as “management through goals” and “judgment through 

results”, which are separate and narrower principles that preceded the contemporary degree of the 

performance control concept improvement. 

Today‟s exercise of the use of performance signs implies deliberating numerous factors of 

the business enterprise‟s sports, not just effects. It consists of planning (putting targets), measuring 

effects, and using these measurements to reflect at the accomplishment of goals, explore 

performance issues or opportunities and make adjustments to enhance each operational and strategic 

consequences (Richards and Goh, 2009). Performance measures and overall performance signs 

consequently contribute to PM, but, they're no longer an end in and of themselves. In my examine i 

discovered very little proof in my case-observe agency that managers had any appreciation of the 

notion that PM should result in a exercise of reflection that allows you to gain outcomes measured 

in terms of actual upgrades in service provision. 

Belief of performance management as an tool of manage 

 

My look at has found out other components of the implementation of PMS that that would 

potentially negatively have an effect on any similarly try to develop it in Russia. It changed into 

apparent from the study that performance control is more and more being used as a control for 
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“punishment” in preference to incentive mechanism designed for “motivation”. A couple of units of 

local performance indicators designed with the aid of diverse federal governmental our bodies are 

being perceived through many neighborhood managers as „control measures‟ in place of indicative 

ranges. 

From functions to technique and performance management 

 

Local authorities within the Russian Federation tends no longer to have a simply articulated 

challenge. There is a loss of readability about what the organisation is meant to accomplish. Its 

function is classified in phrases of indicators of pastime as opposed to in phrases of broader goals 

framed ultimately in terms of serving a nearby populace. This the lack of a clear project may 

additionally replicate unresolved internal or outside conflicts over what the undertaking ought to 

be. In such case, challenge management implementation may not be aligned with the assignment of 

agency. 

My take a look at has found out the dearth of clarity among managers about what local 

authorities provides: shipping of features or provision of offerings. Suitable legal framework should 

mirror on institutional flow from functional to technique control. But, the notion of tasks and 

features in legal documentation does no longer mirror service however only presupposes a 

possibility of fixing obligations with assist of this or that service. 

 

In line with Maslov (2010), the quick influx of contemporary western management 

strategies into Russia, like performance management, regularly exceeds the ability of the authorities 

to absorb and put in force them. Vertical practical management and horizontal method control can 

not paintings efficaciously together. But, in contemporary Russian public administration they may 

be superimposed and efficaciously come to be indistinguishable. The citizen is lost inside the 

bureaucratic device because at the modern degree of modernization, the Russian kingdom has now 

not decided yet what it produces: capabilities or services. 

At the beginning point, this problem may seem insignificant and simply technical, but it 

poses a essential warfare of vertical functional and horizontal provider approaches. In truth, it isn't 

always horizontal or vertical approach, however something crossing. These methodologies are truly 

extraordinary and their mixture produces. The vertically-oriented useful device method coping with 

via command and manage; the horizontally-oriented provider system method dealing with the aid of 

processes. Due to this contradiction, invisible for many reformers, the proposed mechanisms of 

reforms do not paintings at the floor and cannot convey the anticipated effects (Maslov, 2012). 

This all points to the fact that the Russian ideology of public control needs to be modified, to 

move from the concept of “serving the general public” to the concept of “delivering public 
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offerings”; from know-how governance as a hierarchy where your client is better stage officials to 

the concept of governance as a market wherein your client is the citizen; from information PM idea 

as an tool of manipulate and penalizing to the managerial device for upgrades. 

Task of felony traditions 

 

Performance management have in the main been developed and effectively carried out in 

nations with the Anglo-Saxon prison tradition, in which administrative processes aren't fixed by 

means of the federal regulation and regulated mainly at the local degree via acts or at the level of 

man or woman organizations by means of power of inner guidelines and recommendations. In 

contrast, Russia follows the legal traditions of the East European nations, which can be 

characterized by using the presence of good sized normative criminal framework. The introduction 

of any innovation like implementation of PM system requires targeted technique, designated 

description and making changes inside the modern-day relevant federal and nearby regulation, 

in addition to the development of unique felony processes. The put off in the development of 

corresponding regulatory criminal framework drastically complex development of progress in PM 

implementation in Russia. 

Stakeholders’ engagement and assessment of strategic plans 

 

The involvement of key stakeholders (which includes citizens) to the PM implementation, 

enables managers to make certain that the strategic and operational path of an organization 

addresses stakeholder perceptions and desires. In Russia design and implementation of performance 

control befell without public participation, furthermore, internal stakeholders from lower 

governmental tiers additionally did no longer take part within the discussion of PM design 

Therefore, suitable changes could not be made to the management systems and shipping 

mechanisms concerning the strategic plan of the public administration. Also, the applicable 

benchmarks and/or information series strategies could not be revised therefore. Poister and Streib 

(1999) stated that strategic overall performance management requires chronic monitoring of the 

„suit‟ among the enterprise and its environment and monitoring external trends and forces that are 

probable to have an effect on the governmental jurisdiction or organization. Poister and Streib 

(1999) introduced that a hit PM implementation calls for the development and dissemination of 

innovations and encourages the go with the flow of useful feedback from managers and personnel 

concerning the viability and effectiveness of the PM techniques. 

Problems in communique and integration 

 

I discovered difficulties in interplay and verbal exchange among the nearby, nearby, and 

principal governmental degrees as one of the principal demanding situations within the Russian PM 
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implementation. For example, initiative letters from the locl public management to nearby 

authorities had been answered; regional and valuable government representatives by no means 

visited nearby managers to speak about the PM implementation and its effects. Furthermore, i 

discovered a lack of communication within the organization among departments. 

The problem related to constrained communique and integration among the different degrees 

of performance management within the public organizations is also highlighted in a take a look at 

by Verhejen and Dobrolyubova (2007). The take a look at involved performance management in 

public organizations in Baltic States and Russia. It turned into determined that performance 

management structures were efficiently advanced and delivered on the organizational stage, but 

have been unsuccessfully implemented at the operational and man or woman stages because of the 

dearth of appropriate aid in phrases of organizational way of life, human aid and other assets. 

A hit PM implementation requires governance systems that support coordination and 

cooperation throughout the horizontal and vertical organizational dimensions. Within the context of 

NPM, governance refers to decision-making strategies and networking geared toward trouble fixing 

and coverage implementation. As such, the concept focuses on participation and deliberative 

consensus-building techniques with the aim of enhancing cooperation and coordination amongst a 

numerous range of the important thing stakeholders (Stoker 1998). Therefore, a platform or 

discussion board for adaptive governance is vital for allowing the procedures of PM 

implementation. Such structures can facilitate an overriding approach and coordination of making 

plans and management sports by representatives from various ranges of governance that constitute 

wishes and hobbies of stakeholders at exclusive tiers (Bellamy et al. 2002, Connor and Dovers 

2004). In multi-tier governance, this additionally fosters conversation between sectors and the 

manufacturing of recent knowledge (Gibbons et al. 1994, Diets et al. 2003). 

PM Implementation and a hyperlink to man or woman overall performance 

 

Consistent with de Waal (2007, p.334) as a way to put in force PM correctly, the link to 

person performance is needed from the start. While this link has too low a priority for employees, 

it's miles doomed to failure. It is important to communicate the benefits of the new device to the 

people continuously, and additionally to reveal the sensible blessings. In addition, implementation 

has to be as green as viable and must no longer soak up an excessive amount of of the organization 

members‟ time. 

It can be without difficulty seen that this approach result in very inflexible and standardized 

device of performance associated pay. Preferably, the ones grade changes should depend on annual 

results and man or woman achievements and now not on qualification and stage of technical 
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understanding. 

Conclusion 

 

This thesis has explored theoretical and realistic troubles raised by using the technique of 

PMS implementation in the Russian local governance. The study was carried out between 2012 and 

2014, seven years after the creation of PMS by means of valuable authorities of the Russian 

Federation as an detail of the administrative reform. The intention of this examines became to 

analyze challenges encountered at some point of the implementation of a overall performance 

management machine in the Russian Federation. The point of interest of the examine changed into 

to explore the procedure of implementation of PMS at the level of neighborhood government. 

The thesis has addressed a sequence of research questions precipitated by way of the 

changes brought through primary government as a part of the administrative reform. The studies has 

provided perception into an actual manner of PMS implementation inside the context of the Russian 

nearby government, investigated and supplied mindset of key actors in the technique of PM 

implementation and explored the main challenges encountered at a nearby level after seven years of 

the PMS introduction. 

The look at employed unmarried qualitative case examine methodology. Facts changed into 

amassed mainly thru semi-based interviews with sixty five neighborhood authority‟s managers, 

with help of documentary studies and participant observations of the departmental conferences. 

That is a take a look at which been completed thru gaining access to senior, middle and junior local 

government‟s managers who are very hard to get right of entry to. Other researchers may not be 

capable of benefit the equal stage of access. 

The thesis‟ technique became to explore diverse dimensions of the PM implementation 

technique as it occurred on the neighborhood governmental level of the Russian Federation, 

bringing collectively the evaluation of challenges by means of the usage of the combination of 

theories. The institutional concept, specifically new (or neo-) institutional sociology (NIS) (Modell, 

2005 and 2009; Van Hendel et al., 2006) is selected as a theoretical framework due to the fact the 

examine is mainly looking at the method of institutionalization at an organizational stage. The 

institutional perspective offers theoretical ideas that designate the institutionalization of PM in the 

public region establishments. Institutional concept predicts that successful adoption of an 

innovation proceeds from emergence through diffusion to stabilization in isomorphic (comparable 

or equal) shape across the organizational subject. 

Brudan‟s integrated approach to PM was chosen to explain the manner of PM 

implementation at strategic, operational, and person tiers. According to the Brudan‟s technique, 
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performance control may be effectively incorporated in a systems perspective, wherein 

organizational overall performance development is the important thing motive force (Brudan, 

2010). Structures-thinking promotes a holistic method to handling organizational overall 

performance. A structures view makes a specialty of integrating all additives of the agency and 

mapping the relationship among them. 

The 5 issue performance control version (Mwita, 2000) turned into chosen to offer an 

important integrating framework to recognition on a customer service level; to link the PM gadget 

layout with issues of coverage, method, operations, exams and data systems; to hyperlink the targets 

of an organization and the plans which have been developed to achieve those goals. 

What does this look at inform us approximately the consequences of the sector take a look at 

and its theoretical contributions? What are the sensible implications of this research in terms of 

implementation of the PM inside the Russian Federation, along with coverage transfer for 

improving public management through the executive reform? Ultimately, what implications does 

this research have for future research in public management and state‟s movement toward the 

technology of PM? 

The important thing findings of the studies have critical implications for both principle and 

exercise of PM implementation. Its insights into coverage transfer and antecedents of public 

administrative reform and results can help practitioners and theoreticians in diverse area of control. 

The thesis has offered an insight on PM implementation practices and uncovered a series of 

challenges associated with risky foundation for PM implementation, planning and design strategies, 

cultural elements, know-how of the PM idea and person‟s behavioral elements within the Russian 

Federation, and what changes took place on the organizational stage for the duration of the 

administrative reform system. 
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